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EPISODE 220

Methods for Robust Brainstorm Sessions
Brainstorming is a method of developing ideas in a
group setting. It's used to solve problems, come up
with new ideas, and generally explore possibilities.
While it may seem like a simple task, there’s often
much more than meets the eye when it comes to
effective brainstorming. Working through various
exercises helps you not only generate ideas but
also deeply understand the situation you are
looking at.

This miniguide includes a list of prompts to help
boost your brainstorming sessions. The full guide
includes four additional approaches to enhancing
brainstorming and a sample brainstorm meeting
agenda.

“We can’t think divergently and

convergently at the same time. When

we critique ideas as we go, we shut

down the creativity because people

become fearful that their ideas will be

seen as silly or stupid or ill informed.”
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PROMPTS

How might we use our office space?
How might we use our meeting rooms?
How might we use our desk spaces?
How might we use technology or our 

How might we use our equipment? Or, what 

What might we do if we had less money?
What might we do if we had more money?
What might we do if we didn’t have any money?

What might we do once to make it easier for our customers to make a second purchase?
How might we make it so easy to re-purchase that a five year old could do it?
What trends in online purchasing might be able to avoid (if they’re unhelpful) or take
advantage of (if they’re helpful)?

Digital and Physical Tools:

       online tools/apps?

       equipment might make this easier/faster/higher 
       quality, etc?

Money: 

To utilize the prompt most effectively, put them in context of the brainstorm topic. Below are two
examples. 

Example 1: The focus is on getting customers to make a second purchase. 
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What could we do once?
What daily habit could help?
What could we do each week/month/

Specific prompts can help people think more expansively and creatively. The key is to have
prompts ready ahead of time so you can easily keep the momentum of the brainstorm going.

Which prompts are appropriate depends on the topic and context of your brainstorm. While there
are no limitations on prompts, below are some common categories of prompts and examples:

Time:

       quarter/year?

What might all employees do?
What might senior leaders do?
What might customers do?
What might our competitors do?
What might a specific department
(finance, HR, R&D, marketing, sales,
etc) do?

What political trends…?
What technology trends…?
What economic trends…?
What global / local trends…? 
What environmental trends…?
What regulatory trends…?

People: 

Trends:


